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A STIJDY OF TIm CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PECAN TREE
FOR USE IN OBJECTIVE YIELD FORECASTS

by

Ronald A. Wood

Introduction
The inaccuracies found in pecan crop forecasts during past years have

led the industry to request that additional studies be made by SRS for the
improvement of the pecan forecasts.

These additional studies were begun in 1970 when a pilot research project
was set up by the Research and Development Branch (S&RD, SRS) in cooperation
with the Mississippi State Statistical Office (SRS). The objectives of the
pr~ject.were (1) to examine different methods of estimating the number of nuts
on a pecan tree, and (2) to determine which if any of these methods might be
useful in improving early season forecasts of production.

The pecan tree presents one major obstacle which is not fomd in other
fruit and nut studies. The tree is extremely tall; sometimes taller than
100 feet. This is a problem since present objective yield fruit and nut crop
models are based on expansion of nut COtUlts on selected sample limbs from the
"entire tree" to tree totals. For the pecan crop forecasting model to be
based on sample limb expansions would necessitate the assumption that nuts
are distributed evenly throughout the tree (higher limbs are inaccessible).
To alleviate placing all the weight of a model on this one assumption, other
methods of nut COtUlting were developed to study their relationship with final
production.

I
I
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Four types of counts were made during the survey: (a) Counts of nuts
from sample limbs less than 30 feet high (CSL), (b) counts of nuts from ground
level photography at a distance of 50 feet (GNP), (c) counts of nuts which
dropped from the tree between first set and October 1 (CND), and (d) counts
of nuts seen through a 15 power spotting scope at 50 feet (CNS).

These counts were collected monthly between June 26 and October l, 1970.
Counts for items ~o through four were tested for significant correlation with
final pecan prpduction. Counts for iternsone and two were expanded to tree totals"
and then tested for a significant correlation with final production.

Summary of Major Findings
(1) A significant correlation was found between the count of nuts from

a random sample of accessible limbs of approximately equal diameters expanded
to tree totals based on the total number of limbs on the tree (ECSL) and pounds
of good nuts harvested per tree. The correlation for counts made' August 26
(.86) was higher than the correlation observed for June count (.54).

(2) All GNP correlation coefficients were significant at ~he .05 level.
The highest correlations were for adjusted (for inte-rpreter differences) CNP
(one side of the tree) expanded to estimated tree totals and Pounds of good
pecans harvested per tree. The correlations are: July - .98, August - .87,
and September - .93 (significant at .01 level).

The remaining two variables GNP and CNP adjusted for interpreter differ-
ences are significantly correlated to pounds of good nuts harvested per tree
but for each date the correlati.ons are somewhat lower than those listed above.
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(3) Counts of nuts made withthel5power 'spotting scope were ,poorly
correlated with pmmds of good nuts harvested per tree. The lack of corre-
lation may be associated with counting problems such as too powerful of a
scope, eye fatigue and wind.

(4) A trend appeared for the four different dates upon which the corre-
lations between CNP (faulty nuts) and pounds of good nuts harvested per tree
were computed (.19, .16, .57, .73). The first two collection dates (7/29/70
and 8/l3/70)showed no significant correlation. The third date (9/26/70) was
significant at the .05 level, and the fourth date (10/1/70) at the .01 level.
These early low correlations help explain the lower correlation for ECSL in
June as well as showing that early drop counts are of little use in fore-
casting crop pro~ction.

Data Collection
Sample Selection

Four pecan orchards (blocks) near Jackson, Mississippi, were subjectively
selected for this study. The primary objectives of the block selections were
to observe similar varieties of pecans and have a wide range in ages of trees
select~d between blocks •

.•.
The varieties studied were:

1. Stuart
2. Seedling
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The dates of planting for the selected blocks ~ere:

'Block A: ~ planted in 1958

B10ckB ~ planted in 1935

Block C - planted in 1907

Block D,~ planted between 1870 and,l890

The sample trees from each block were selected by:

1. Determining the numberof rows in the block.

2. Systematically selecting four rows.

3. COWltingthe nwnberof trees in each row.

4. Selecting five trees in each row and measuring ,the cross
sectional area (CSA)of the trunks.

S. Arraying the 20 trees by trunk CSAand systematically
selecting four trees from the array.

Stereo photographs were taken of the selected sample trees from several

different angles approximately SO feet from the base of the tree. Before the

stereo photographs were taken, engineering tape was tied to varioUs sized

limbs to aid in determining CSA's for selection of sample units--white ribbon

on 1.0 CSAlimbs (inches), red ribbon on 5.0 CSAlimbs (inches), and yellow

ribbon on 10.00 CSAlimbs (inches) 0

On black and white photo enlargements (24x) madefrom the stereo

photography all sections of the tree were identified (figure 1). A section

was defined as either path (section) or terminal (section). The intention

was that the terminal wouldbe any section whoseCSAwas between 1.8 and 5.5

square inches at point of origin (point at which section branches fran).
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This corresponded to a thickness of 1/16 to 3/16 of an inch on the photo

enlargements. A path section was a portion of a limb.whoseCSAat point

6f origin was greater than 5.5 square inches. The first. pfith ~ection was the

tnmk. Each branching thereafter defines two or morepath sections or path

section(s) and tennina1(s) (small branches with CSAof less than 1.8 square

inches were not considered a branching point but part of the section under

consideration). For someblocks the minimumtennina1 size on the enlarge-

ments was increased to 1/8 inch due to the extreme nwnberof tennina1s

present. A path section or sections was assigned the first terminal branch-

ing from the path section. Wheretwo terminals branch from the samefork,

the path section was ass igned to the tenninal with the smallest CSA. A

"sample unit" was defined as a tennina1 and any associated path sections.

The sample units were stratified by height within each tree. This was

to determine if nut set varied between the strata (heights of limbs on the tree).

The three strata were:

1. Strattun A (accessible) - terminal limbs 0-20 feet
high. These were limbs that could be reached
from a 16 foot ladder.

2. StratlU1lH (hoist) - limbs 20-50 feet high. The limbs
. in this region were to be reached .by .a mePianical
hoist.

3. Stratum U (inaccessible) - limbs higher than 50 feet .
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Note: A terminal diameter is
.betwe~n 1/16" and 3/16"
on a photograph.

-- ----Path Section

-- ----Primary Path Section

Since terminals 1 and 2
branch from the same
point path section A is
ass igned the terminal
with the smallest CSA.

Figure 1.- Mapping of sample trees and assigning of path
sections to tenninalst Mississippi pecans.
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Sample-units were selected within strata A and H from the photo
enlargements. The number of sample units selected was a function of the
'total number of terminals in the stratum. Ten percent of the tenninals
were selected in Stratum A. Twenty percent of the terminals were selected
in Stratum H. Stratum U was not sampled. Terminals were selected by simple
random sampling, assigning equal probability to each tenninal.
Counts on Sample Limbs

All nuts on the selected sample units were to be counted at the end of
June and again at the end of August. These counts were made from a mechanical
hoist (cherry picker). Unfortunately the hoist enabled the emnnerator to
obtain a height of only approximately 29 feet so that a number of the sample
units in Stratum H could not be counted. Counts of path sections assigned
to the sample unit were recorded separately from the counts on terminals.
Drop Counts

During the growing season pecans drop from the tree for various reasons
(wind, weevils, moisture content). The nuts that dropped were picked up and
counted four times under each tree starting on June 29.
Photography Procedures

For the July 1 and August 1 photography work, eight of the sixteen trees
were used. Photographs were taken from two shies of the tree (1800 angle)
at the compass points indicated'on field worksheets. The compass points were
chosen by the following procedure. The tree circumference was'divided into
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four points equally spaced.
,', ,,. ..

a nurnberbetwe~n 00 and 900•
The first point was chosen by randomly selecting

. . .BY adding 900 t~ the first number, point two was
obtained; positions three and four were obtained by adding 1800 and 2700 to

" ','

position one, respectively (figure 2).

N
1

Position Four---------

.'. w--

Position Three--------

1
S

. --------Position One

--E

-------Position TWo

F'lgure 2. - Example randOm selection of camera position, Mississippi
pecans, 1970.

The starting posit~on was chosen randomly by selecting a number between
one and four •. The second camera position was found by rotating the equipnent
1800 around the trunk. From figure 2, if camera position one was selected,
positipn three was the second camera position. If conditions prohibited
photography at either of the designated camera positions an alternate set
was used.
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The tripod was set 50 feet froni.the trunk of the tree at each of the

selected camera positions and was approximately five feet above the ground.

The distances from the trunk to the edge of canopy and the canopy to

the camera were recorded on photo field foms •
.~

Light meter readings were taken near the tree trunk with the meter

pointed toward the trunk. This was an attempt to properly expose pecans in

the shadowscreated by leaves. To assure a good depth of field the shutter

speed was set so that the F-stop was at least 8.0.

Pictures were taken of a vertical strip running up the center of the

tree .. Photographs were taken both with a Miranda Sensorex camera using a

135 nunlens and with a KodakInstamatic camera having 75 nunlens adapter.

An aluminumframe divided into eight segments was placed two feet in front

of the camera. A segment equaled the viewing area of one exposure. In

most instances the full vertical strip of the tree was completely contained

within the eight segments.

For the 75 nunKodakInstamatic there were only four segments in the

aluminUmframe; Le., more surface area was covered at 50 feet with each

shot. The KodakInstamatic was used in June, July, and August only.

Whenshooting in the upper half of the aluminumframe the F-stop was

movedup one stop.
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Photography, for all s~x~~en trees was taken about Septenber 1 with the
! ' "

follo~~rg change~ in P!oc~ure:
'a) Me~er l;"~ad.ingswere taken ~s~ng the within le~~ light

meter of the Miranda Sensorex camera.
(b) Shut~er~peed was adjusted more frequently to compensate for

high ,,:,ind.
(c) F-stop set below 8~0 when wind or lighting conditions made

it impossible to keep F-stop of 8.0.
(d) Polaroid filter was used.
Photographs about October 1 used light meter readings again taken near

< •• ,I:";" ..

the trunk pf the tree. Two ,photographs were taken from the middle segment
of the ~luminum frame to evaluate different F-stops.
Counts from Ph?tography

Each slide was projected on a screen divided into blocks. A photo
interpreter would count the number of pecans in each block and record the
count on a fonn,wh~ch wa~ a reduced image of the large screen. For one-third
of the slides ~ second counter would recount the pecans for use in computation
of adjustment factors.
Counts with Spotting Scope

Counts of nuts made using a 15 power spotting scope were taken at four
different times in 1970--June, July, August and September. Two trees were
c~ted in each orchard (block). These counts were taken from the same
positions used for making photographs.
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The counts were taken of a strip comprIsing the middle of the tree.
Each position (starting with the second) going up the tree tnmk was chosen
by making a visual ,marking of some characteristic in the upper visible
boundary of the previous position and relocating it in the lower visible
boundary of the present position. The total viewing area using the spotting
scope was approximately one-third that of photographs. Each viewing area
took on the shape of the scope--circular.

During the four month period two counters worked with the CNS. Different
combinations of these counters were used during this period. In June, each
selected tree was counted from both positions by the two counters; i.e., a
total recount was used. In July, to reduce workload, each counter observed
oppos ite sides of the tree; i.e., no recount. In Augus t and September,
each man counted one side of the selected trees, and recounted one-fourth
of the counts by the other counter to observe counter variations.

Analysis
Drop Counts

The objective of faulty nut collection (drop counts--CND) was to determine
whether a significant relationship existed between the number of faulty nuts
and pounds of good nuts harvested per tree. The relationship was poor early
in the season, but gradually improved as the season advanced (table 1).

I
I'
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Table 1.- Correlation between pounds of good pecans harvested per
tr~e and number of faulty nuts under each sample tree," .' . Mississippi" 1970 ''

.' ! , . AverageDate f r n P.01 P.05 number nuts, '
" . collected.

7/29 •19 16 .'623 '.497 190.25
8/13 .16 16 .623 .497 130.56
9/26 .57 16 .623 '.497 132.75
10/1 .73 16 .623 .497 86.75

The coefficient of correlation is not significant at the .05 level in
either 1a,~eJuly or early August. The r value is significant at the .05
level in l,ateSeptember and the ,.01 level in early October. The trend indi-
cates tha~ early drops depend on the individual tree (how much pollination
takes place) ,l>utas the nut matures factors influencing nut drops are
exogenous ,to the tree; Le., outside factors (wind, weevil, moisture) have
an effect on all t,rees in a similar manner. This indicates that at some
point in the nut maturing process the number of nuts collected under a tree
is a function of the number of nuts on the tree. An increased number of
faulty nut collections is necessary in order to obtain a better picture of
the first year trend.

\
i
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Count of Nuts on SampleLimbsExpandedto Tree Totals.. , , ~ . ~., . " .

The pecan trees were originally stratified into three strata, but when

actual fieldwork began it was only possible to reach 26 to 29 feet into the

tree. Thi$ resulted in the use of only two strata, accessible (0-30 feet)

and inaccessible (30 feet). The objective was to discover whether a relation-

ship exists between count of nuts on accessible sample limbs expanded.to tree
.. ,

totals (ECSL)and actual pounds of good nuts harvested per tree.
"

The estimated numberof pecans per tree was obtained by the expansion

of nut cotmts from accessible sample limbs (table 2-3). The expansion pro-

cedure followed was:

Let: X·. = count of nuts on jth sample limb in the ith tree.1)
A
Xij =. the estimated nUmberof nuts on the ith tree using the

j th sample limb.
1\
X· = the meanof the expansion of nuts to tree total from1.

1\X'1.

A
where Xij

..

individual limQs for the i th tree.

Ei = expansion factor for the i th tree. This was the

reciprocal of the probability of the jth sample limb

occurring in the ith tree. The probability of the

jth limb equal l/Ni where Ni = the numberof accessible

and inaccessible sample limbs for the ith tree.

= E· X··1 1)

and
n 1\

:III E X . ./nij=l 1)

ni •• numberof selected sample limbs in the i th tree.
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Table 2.- Harvest data for sample trees, Mississippi pecans, 1970
POlUlds . Pounds Good :Fau1ty nuts Estimated.

Block Tree .good : bad nuts nuts per : per pound number of
nuts in husks pOlUld in husks good nuts 1/· "·A 1 21.8 4.9 35 18 763.0

A 2 0~2 0.1 5.0
A 3 0.3 0.0 6.0
A 4 7.2 7.2 34 15 244.8
B 1 88.3 9.4 66 61 5827.8
B 2 14.6 8.6 97 71 1416.2
B 3 2.0 2.7 40 25 80.0
B 4 17.0 6.5 65 51 399.5
C 1 12.4 28.2 116 74 503.4
C ·2 1.4 8.2 64 53 13.4
C 3 7.8 32.1 48 S1 374.4
C 4 · .8.4 35.9 66 49 554.4..
D 1 6.1 2.5 472.1
D 2 9.6 8.7 942.4
D 3 2.S 3.7 218.6
D 4 4.9 6.6 139.4

".~.
Y Estimated from pounds of good nuts at harvest •

..
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Table 3. -Total nuts counted on accessible sample limbs and estimated
number of nuts per tree using CNASL, June, August 1971,

Mississippi pecans

· : Ntunber of . June · August" · .
Block : Tree sample Total : Estimated · Total : Estimated·limbs CNASL number nuts: . CNASL : number nuts

A 1 4 138 1104 •0 100 800.0
A 2 ,2 7 17.5 . 0 0.0
A 3 4 0 0.0 1 8.2
A 4 3 81 702.3 57 494.0
B 1 Y 5 (4) 382 5118.8 515 8626.2
B · 2 4 326 4645.5 192 2736.0','

B 3 3 23 328.9 28 401.3
B 4 5 296 .3433.6 190 2204.0
C ·. 1 2 92 3496.0 16 608.0·C · " 2 4 55 825.0 8 120.0I' '.C · 3 5 272 4243.2 143 2230.8"C 4 3 No count 84 1932.0
D 1 2 150 4275.0 152 4332.0
'D · 2 4 333 3496.0 206 2163.0·D 3 5 272 1360.0 No COtU1t
D 4 2 33 528.0 21 32.0

..y Four.,sample limbs in August.

~~, )

•.
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Two correlation coefficients were computed each month CSLwere made
(table 4). One coefficient excluded block Deach month because of exogenous
factors., Chi~dren w~re observed; I'UllJlin,gthrou,g~ block D picking up nuts

r' , > r: ' ! ,'.' >

under sample trees prior to'harvest'•. , "

Table 4.- Correlation between pounds of good nuts harvested and
c ECSL per tree, Mississippi pecans, 1970

..
June (all blocks) •.•••••• : 1/ .54
June (blocks A, B, C) •••• : I/ .61
August (all blocks) •••••• : Z/ .86
August (blocks ,A, B,C) ••: ~ .94

Month r n

15
12
15
12

P.01 P.05

.641 .541

.708 .576

.641 .541

.708 .576

1/ Significant at .05 level (i.e.,r r 0).
~ Significant at ~Ol level (i.e.,r r 0).

Both coefficients were significant at the .OS level in June and at the
.01 level in August. What should be noted is the difference in the coeffi-
cient of correlation from June to August. The lower correlation for June
compared to August can probably be attributed to (1) the pecans not being
mature enough to observe and hence obtain an accurate count, or (2) at this
early stage trees shed faulty nuts unevenly.

The low correlation between CND early in the season (faulty nuts collected
under trees) and pounds of good pecans harvested per tree supports point two.
If each tree h~s a different early shedding pattern then the early CSL will
not correlate well to pounds of good nuts harvested.
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The counting design was the balanced incomplete block model. 1/ This
, " ~

model gives a procedure to corr:ect for interpreter differences. The normal, , - ..

correction procedure was changed to make the correction factor multiplicative
instead, of ,additive (table 6).

U' T·L~t~'T' 1 ~ 1i = U.
1

Where: ,T~ = ad4itive treatment constant of the ith interpreter.
Ti = multiplicative treatment constant for the ith interpreter.
ui = mean of the photo counts of the ithinterpreter •

Thus: Yljkl = Ti (Yijkl)

Where: Ybkl = adjusted photo count of the lth slide in the kth
tree in the jth block for the ith interpreter.

Yi 'kl = adjusted photo count of the lth slide kth tree
J in the jth block for the ith interpreter.

Table 7.- Photo adjustment factors 'for interpreter differences for
the months of July, August, and September, Mississippi

pecans, 1970
COlUlter

Month
..

July :
August ...••...••......••.. :
September :

1

.5417
1. 2876

.7317

2

.6226

.7658

.9704

3

3.0667
1.0690
1.7899

1/ Graybill, Franklin A., An Introduction to Linear Statistical 'Models,
Mc'G'raw-HillBook Company, Inc., !'J.Y.,1961, Vol. I, pp. 308-311.
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The coefficient of correlation between adjusted CNPand pounds of good

nut's harvested in both July' (.93) and August (.84) is significant at the

.01 level. The correlation coefficient for Septeniber is significant at the

.05 level.
, ..

The photographs taken of the pecan tree represent' varying Portions of

the tree. In sometrees, 40 percent of the tree was photographed•. In other

trees as little as one percent of the tree was photographed. Consequently,

a methodwas'developed so the CNPfor each' tree could be expanded to represent

the entire tree. The basic assumption being madethat' the pecan tree can take

the shape'of a sphere.

The factor for converting the area represented by the slide to the total

tree wa~ccomputedas follows:

Let: Cl = camera to canopy distance.

HI:::: l}.eightat trunk to b~ttom of designated middle frame.

HZ = height at trunk to top of designated middle frame.

HCl := height at canopy to bottom o~ designated middle frame.

HC2= height at canopy to top of designated middle frame.
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The concept is based on similar triangles:

For explanatory purposes the third frame will be considered
the middle frame. In cases where an even number of frames
are found, the middle frame is the lower of the two middleframes.

I
(
1
I
I,
I
I
I
I
I
)
I
I
I

13.60'

Trunk

15.40'

Trunk

8.90'

1

9.15'

4.45'

900

50'

Edge of Canopy exists in
this range

The angle of refraction was
that found for a Miranda
Sensorex l35mm. (= 100)

5'

5'

•

...
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Step one: detennining HCl
HCl/Cl = 13.6/50 Cl known

Step two: detenn:ining HC2
Hc2. is'fotmd in a similar manner moving up one more segment.
HC2/Cl: = 23.65/50 : Cl known

Step three: ..detennining HC3 the length of the middle frame.
HC~ = BC2-HCl

Step four: deteI111iningWC
"

WC = width of designated middle segment. A 35 rom slide has
the dimensions shown below:

(WC 35 rom

Actual size of slide
24 nm (HC3)

I". ),

By setting up two ratios with WC unknown:
35/2~ =. WC/HC3 and then solving

for: WC = HC (35/24)
Step :five: detennining TAMP

·AMP = area of designated middle frame.
AMP = (WC) (HC3)
TAMP = total area of slides for one side of a tree
TAMP = (N- .5 (or 1)) AMP, the 1 or .5 was subjectively determined

by viewing slides" and observing area photographed which
, I, is not part of tree.

Where: N = number of slides.
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Step six: The surface area of a tree was computed by using the computational
formula for a sphere.

Surface Area Sphere (SAS) ~ 4rrrZ

The value used for r is the average of the shortest and longest distances
from the edge of canopy to the trunk.

rl = radius of short length
rZ = radius 'of long length
r3 = (rl+ rz)/z
ri= rZ

Step seven: determining expanded photo count for tree
TAMP/SAS = percentage of area photographed

>:: Y'jkml SAS/TAMF = expanded CNP using only photography
1=1 work on one side of the tree.
Y'jkm1 represents adjusted photo count of the lth slide in

the mth'side of the kth tree in the jth block.
The cprrelation between expanded CNP and pounds of pecans harvested

per tree was very good. The three months July, August, and September had
correlations of .98, .87, and .93, respectively. All three are significant
at the .01 level.

Given a significant relationship exists between nuts counted from photo-
graphs and pounds of good nuts harvested per tree it is necessary to look at
the workload. The q~estions raised were:

(a) Is it necessary to photograph both sides of the tree?
,(b) Is it necessary to photo.graphseveral trees in each block?

A nested analysis of variance was used to check for significant differences
between blocks, between trees' and between angles (sides of a tree) .(tables 8-10).
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'Table 8.- Nested analysis of variance, CNP, Mississippi pecans,
July 1970

Source Stull Mean,of DE of F F.Ol F.Osvariation ' ' squaresquares··Between blocks ••• : 2 119.036 59.5182 1.98 8.02 4.26
Between trees •••• : 3 90.189 30.0629 5.09 29.50 9.28
Between angles ••• : 3 17.707 5.9025 0.13 4.51 2.92
Slides ....... 0 ••• : 30 1406.695 46.8898

Total ....... : 38 1633.628 42.9902

Table 9. - Nested analysis of variance, CNP, Mississippi pecans,
August 1970

Source Stull Meanpf DF of square F F.Ol F.Os
variation squares

Between blocks •••; 2 860.877 430.439 0.33 8.02 4.26
Between trees •••• : 9 11676.858 1297.429 3.91 5.35 3.18
Between angles ••• : 9 2985.170 331.686 1 r" 2.62 1.98
81ides ........... : 92 16007.260 173.992

Total ••••'•••: 112 31530.164 281. 519

Table 10.- Nested analysis of variance, CNP, Mississippi pecans,
September 1970 ..

SOurce Sum Meanof DF of square F F.01 F.OS
variation squares

··Between blocks ••• : 3 464.090 154.697 0.45 7.59 4.07
Between trees •••• : 8 2740.651 342.581 9.•31 6.89 3.73
Between angles •••: 7 257.598 36.800 0.72 2.82 2.10
51ides ........... : 99 5047.958 50.989

··Total ••••••• : 117 8510.293 72.738
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The results indicate no significant difference between block or angles
(sides of tree) at the .O~ level. With~o' few degrees ,of freedom, additional
evidence is needed to reach any final conclusions. With no significant dif-
ference 'between angles, the cost of photo work would be reduced by taking
photographs of one side of the tree but·at least one more year of research
is necessary. Similarly, the number of blocks required would be small if
further studies based on widely scattered blocks would confirm these results.

Counts of Nuts on Individual Sample Trees Through a Spotting Scope
Counts of nuts made from a spotting scope (CNS) were made,on four different

dates approximately one month apart •. Table 11 shows the correlation coefficients
between scope counts for the sum of the two strips in each tree and pounds of
good nuts harvested per tree. However, it should be kept in mind that the
strip did not bear any definite relationship to the tree size. Therefore,
the two variables being correlated do not represent pairs of observations from
the same kind of sampling unit which results in biased estimates of the correla-
tion coefficients.
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Table 11.- Corre.lation between pounds of good pecans harvested in
sample trees 'and number of'pecans coUnted through '

a spotting scope per tree, Mississippi 1970 .,

P.Ol
AverageMonth r n P.OS nurttbernuts
per tree ;<

J1B1e ••••••••• : .56 8 .834 .707 66.4
July ......... : .68 8 .834 .707 49.8
August ....... : .33 8 .834 .707 71.6September .••• : .32 8 .834 .707 68.8

Th.,ecorre1ation coeffiCients are not significant at the .05 level for
any of the dat~s counted. Several factors may have contributed to the low
correlation.

, I .

1. Scop too powerful, too small a surface area covered.
2. Insufficient data to make adjustments found in photography section.
3. Length of time counting. Wind blowing will Cui.

4. Eye' strain causing inaccurate counts.
5. Biased estimates of the correlation coefficients.

i:.lychange picture.

Each of these points will be considered in future research. If the problems
described above can be alleviated one should find CNS results similar to GNP.
Instead of counting in an office from slides, the count takes place in the
field--the eye being our camera.

Concluding Remarks
The results of this years research are very encouraging for the individual

orchards observed. The correlation coefficient for characteristics studied
(except scope ~ounts) were satisfactory in at least one stage of their use.
If these resul~s hold in the same orchards next year, a new group of problems
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must then be faced in setting up an accurate forecasting model. Among the
problems are: (1) What is the effect of geographical location on the model
parameters? (2) What is the effect of varying management techniques used
by different operators? (3) What is the effect of different improved varieties
on these techniques? (4) What is the number of noncultivated seedling trees
harvested each year?
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